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ABSTRACT
High﻿quality﻿models﻿of﻿ factors﻿ influencing﻿ rice﻿crop﻿yield﻿are﻿needed﻿ in﻿countries﻿where﻿ rice﻿ is﻿
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1.2. data-driven Crop Improvements
The﻿complex﻿relationship﻿between﻿rice﻿varieties﻿and﻿their﻿genome,﻿field﻿conditions﻿where﻿planted,﻿
and﻿production﻿is﻿beyond﻿what﻿a﻿human﻿can﻿build﻿into﻿a﻿statistical﻿model﻿using﻿traditional﻿techniques.﻿
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3. WeB PoRTAL deSIGN
Crop﻿improvement﻿programs﻿involve﻿many﻿facilities﻿that﻿must﻿share﻿resources﻿and﻿data.﻿For﻿example,﻿
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Figure 1. Portal Design Diagram
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Figure 2. Database Diagram
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Figure 3. Workflow Diagram
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5. APPLICATIoN To INdoNeSIAN RICe ReSeARCH
The﻿system﻿was﻿used﻿to﻿store﻿datasets﻿related﻿to﻿genotypes,﻿phenotypes,﻿and﻿field﻿data﻿related﻿
to﻿ rice﻿ production﻿ in﻿ Indonesia.﻿The﻿ objective﻿ of﻿ this﻿ application﻿was﻿ to﻿ help﻿ rice﻿ scientists﻿
investigate﻿ genetic﻿ diversity﻿ and﻿ identify﻿ factors﻿ linked﻿ to﻿ crop﻿ production﻿ properties﻿ in﻿ the﻿
rice﻿varieties﻿found﻿in﻿Indonesia.﻿The﻿ultimate﻿goal﻿of﻿this﻿research﻿program﻿is﻿to﻿improve﻿rice﻿
varieties﻿and﻿ensure﻿food﻿security.
Data﻿was﻿ captured﻿on﻿ a﻿ panel﻿ of﻿ 467﻿ rice﻿ varieties﻿ planted﻿ in﻿ four﻿ different﻿ locations,﻿ each﻿
with﻿unique﻿climate﻿characteristics.﻿The﻿first﻿location﻿was﻿a﻿greenhouse﻿in﻿Bogor﻿with﻿a﻿controlled﻿
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2.﻿﻿ Rice Samples Tab:﻿Here﻿users﻿can﻿see﻿attributes﻿of﻿the﻿467﻿rice﻿varieties﻿used﻿in﻿theresearch﻿
study.﻿For﻿example,﻿the﻿variety﻿name﻿and﻿germplasm﻿for﻿each﻿sample﻿are﻿displayed.
3.﻿﻿ Genetic Data Tab:﻿User﻿can﻿view﻿all﻿attributes﻿of﻿the﻿genomic﻿data﻿such﻿as﻿the﻿geneticvariant﻿
name﻿and﻿chromosome﻿position.﻿These﻿data﻿can﻿also﻿be﻿sorted﻿by﻿sample﻿id.
4.﻿﻿ Phenotype Data Tab:﻿On﻿this﻿tab,﻿users﻿can﻿view﻿all﻿phenotype﻿attributes﻿such﻿as﻿daysto﻿flowering﻿
and﻿yield.
5.﻿﻿ Weather Data Tab:﻿All﻿attributes﻿related﻿to﻿weather﻿data﻿in﻿each﻿location﻿can﻿be﻿shownin﻿this﻿tab.
6.﻿﻿ Analysis Result Tab:﻿On﻿this﻿tab﻿the﻿user﻿can﻿view﻿analysis﻿results﻿that﻿has﻿been﻿run,﻿included﻿
the﻿learned﻿model﻿and﻿weights.







Figure 4. Home Page
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matrix﻿between﻿ the﻿genetic﻿variants﻿ (SNPs),﻿ the﻿ relatedness﻿matrix﻿ (i.e.﻿ similarity)﻿between﻿ rice﻿
varieties,﻿and﻿modelling﻿diagnostics﻿(quantile-quantile﻿plot).﻿The﻿plots﻿show﻿the﻿complex﻿correlations﻿
Figure 5. Dataset Page (a)
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Figure 6. Dataset Page (b)
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apply﻿the﻿model﻿in﻿various﻿what-if﻿scenarios.﻿One﻿usecase﻿is﻿providing﻿the﻿expected﻿field﻿conditions﻿







While﻿ there﻿ are﻿many﻿ advantages,﻿ this﻿web﻿portal﻿ still﻿ has﻿ several﻿ limitations﻿ that﻿ could﻿be﻿
improved.﻿One﻿ issue﻿ is﻿ the﻿ performance﻿ of﻿ importation﻿ of﻿ large﻿ genomic﻿ datasets.﻿The﻿ current﻿








Figure 7. Analysis Page
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graph-based﻿schedulers,﻿and﻿map-reduce﻿frameworks﻿will﻿be﻿considered.﻿These﻿frameworks﻿should﻿

















Figure 8. Analysis Result
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